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Goals, Operations, Methods, and 
Selection rules – GOMS 



Time-on-task
How long does it take a user to complete a task or 

subtask?

One of the most common measurements of 
usability 

Basic setup: 
Give the user a task
 Start timing them
 If you have screen capture software you can time their 

subtasks too
When they say “done” stop timing them

Measure how long the task takes on your software 
compared to other similar software
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Time-on-task
Pros

 Easy to understand and easy to measure
No fancy HCI stuff needed, web logs will sometimes work 

if they have the right data
 Basic statistics like t-tests are well suited for this type of 

data, so easy to do data analysis

Cons
 You must measure a large number of people
How many people depends on their variance and how 

precise of data you need
 This is NOT a discount usability method
Very hard to measure how fast a person will be once they 

get used to using the system
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Idea: Physically, humans are similar to 
each other. Could we use that?
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Model 
human 
processor



GOMS is a method of predicting the 
time-on-task for an expert user without 
needing to measure any people
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Goals, Operations, Methods, and 
Selection rules (GOMS)
Model the physical reaction times of a human to 

predict how an expert would use the system

Pros
No need for any experiments
 Shockingly accurate
 Can avoid costly mistakes for UIs that will be used 

regularly (think telephone operators) 

Cons
Only predicts how fast expert users will be, not novices
 Can’t identify any standard usability problems
Assumes that users are complete experts, always 

knowing where to go and what to click on or type
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Keystroke-Level Model
K keystroking/ keypressing

P pointing with a mouse to a target

H homing the hand on the keyboard or mouse

D drawing a line segment on a grid

M mentally preparing for executing physical actions

R response time of the system
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Keystroke-level_model



Compare two designs
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Questions?
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Write something here
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